The nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of the encephalomyocarditis viral polyprotein coding region
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ABSTRACT

The nucleotide sequence of 7200 bases of encephalomyocarditis (EMC) viral RNA, including the complete polyprotein-coding region, was determined. The polyprotein is encoded within a unique translational reading frame, 6870 bases in length. Protein synthesis begins with the sequence Met-Ala-Thr, and ends with the sequence Leu-Phe-Trp, 126 bases from the 3' end of the RNA. Viral capsid and noncapsid proteins were aligned with the deduced amino acid sequence of the polyprotein. The proteolytic processing map follows the standard 4-3-4 picornaviral pattern except for a short leader peptide (8 kd), which precedes the capsid proteins. Identification of the proteolytic cleavage sites showed that EMC viral protease, p22, has cleavage specificity for gln-gly or gln-ser sequences with adjacent proline residues. The cleavage specificity of the host-coded protease(s) includes both tyr-pro and gln-gly sequences.

INTRODUCTION

The family of picornaviruses contains four major subdivisions: the entero- (polio, coxsackie), cardio- (encephalomyocarditis (EMC), Mengo), rhino- (120 serotypes) and aphthoviruses (foot-and-mouth disease). Although differing greatly in pathogenicity and epidemiology, all picornaviruses share structural and morphogenic properties. Virus particles contain a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA genome (2.7x10^6 MW) enclosed in a protein capsid shell. The capsids are composed of sixty subunits, each of which contains four non-identical polypeptide chains (1).

The 3' ends of viral RNA have poly(A), as is characteristic of most eukaryotic mRNAs (2). However, the 5' ends are not capped in the usual manner with 5'-5' triphosphate linkages. Instead, these viruses have a small, viral-coded, genome-linked protein (VPg) attached by a tyrosine-0'-phosphodiester bond to the 5' pUp of the RNA (3-5). The cardio- and aphthoviral genomes are distinguished by the presence of a 5'-proximal poly(C) tract, whose length (50-150 bases) and exact location relative to the 5' end

of the RNA (150-500 bases) vary with different serotypes and isolates of virus (6-8).

Translation of picornaviral RNA begins about 700 bases from the 5' end, and produces a large precursor polypeptide which represents most of the coding capacity of the genome (9). The polyprotein is processed in a series of proteolytic cleavage steps to yield mature virion capsid proteins, as well as other viral proteins of a non-structural nature. Although protein molecular weights vary somewhat from virus to virus, the processing scheme shows remarkable similarity among the four subdivisions (1,10).

The first cleavage event occurs while the polyprotein is still nascent on a ribosome and is thought to be catalyzed by a cellular protease, whose identity and specificity remain unclear (11-13). Most subsequent maturation processing is effected by a viral-encoded protease, capable of self-cleaving and autocatalytic reactions within the polyprotein (14-16).

The nucleotide sequences of several different serotypes of polio and portions of foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) have now been completed (17-22). These studies, combined with tryptic peptide mapping and protein end-group determinations, have reconfirmed the major elements of picornaviral homology between aphtho- and enteroviruses. However, the sequences have also highlighted important subdivision differences. For example, translation of FMDV polyprotein begins at two initiation sites, 5' to the capsid region, creating leader peptides attached to the capsid precursor protein (23). Polio translation begins at the start of the capsid proteins, without an attached leader sequence (24). FMDV also contains three tandemly-linked, different protein sequences for VPg, as opposed to the single VPg observed in polio (17,18,25).

There are also differences in the cleavage requirements of the viral proteases. The polio-encoded enzyme appears to have an exclusive specificity for gln-gly peptide linkages. The equivalent FMDV cleavages occur within a broader range of protein sequences, including glu-ser, glu-gly and gln-thr (21,25).

Characterization of picornaviral subdivision differences may help identify those elements responsible for variations in host range, cell specificity, pathogenicity and particle stability. Accordingly, we began to analyze the genome of EMC, a cardiovirus, as example and prototype of this group.

We now present the nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of the polyprotein coding region of EMC. Our data show that cardioviruses have structural and biochemical elements which appear to be intermediate between
the entero- and aphthoviruses. EMC polyprotein has a 5' leader sequence like FMDV, but the remainder of the processing map more closely resembles polio. The EMC viral protease has an apparent cleavage specificity for gln-gly and gln-ser sequences which are flanked by proline residues.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

EMC virus and purified viral RNA were obtained from Mark Pallansch and Roland Rueckert (26,27). E. coli K12 (strain JM101) and phage M13mp9 were supplied by J. Messing. T4 DNA ligase, DNase I, restriction endonucleases and site-specific primers for di-deoxy M13 sequencing were purchased from New England Biolabs; reverse transcriptase from Life Sciences; large fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I (Klenow) from Promega-Biotec; α and γ32P-ATP from Amersham International; oligo(dT) primer and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase from P-L Biochemicals; prepacked, mini-C18 columns (Sep-Pac) were from Waters. DNA primer synthesis kits, associated reagents and protocols were obtained from New England Biolabs. E. coli strain MC1000 (28) and plasmid pKMG DNA were prepared and provided by Molecular Genetics Inc. pKMG DNA is a linear 3613 base pair derivative of vector pBR322, which has the EcoRI site at one end of the molecule, and a poly(dG)-tailed PstI site at the other.

Molecular Cloning of EMC

Viral RNA (20 μg) was reverse transcribed in a 200 μl reaction mixture containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 8 mM MgCl2, 75 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 28 mM KCl, 400 μM each of dATP, dGTP, dCTP and dTTP, 40 μg/ml oligo(dT)12-18, and 40 units of reverse transcriptase. Incubation was for 90 min. at 37°C, then the reaction was terminated by the addition of EDTA to 10 mM and SDS to 0.5%. After phenol extraction and precipitation by ethanol, the material was resuspended in a small volume of 1 mM EDTA, adjusted to 0.3 M NaOH, heated at 65°C for 20 min., then layered onto an alkaline 5-30% sucrose gradient containing 0.3 M NaOH, 0.5 M NaCl, and 20 mM EDTA. Centrifugation was performed at 20°C in an SW50.1 rotor at 49,000 rpm for 4 hours. Fractions corresponding to DNA of greater than 5000 nucleotides in length were pooled, neutralized and precipitated with ethanol. A portion of this cDNA (100 ng) was incubated in a 10 μl reaction containing 100 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 7.2, 2M CoCl2, 0.5 mM EDTA, 500 μM dCTP, and 5 units of terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase for 5 min. at 37°C. The reaction was terminated by addition of EDTA to 10 mM and heating at 100°C for 1 min. This poly(dC)-tailed cDNA was
annealed to the directional cloning vector, pKMG (50 ng), in 200 mM sodium acetate, for 1-2 hours at 42°C. The annealing mixture was precipitated with ethanol, then resuspended in 20 μl of reverse transcriptase buffer (described above). After addition of reverse transcriptase (5 units) and incubation for 1 hour at 37°C, 80 μl of a solution containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2, 10 mM MgCl₂, 20 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 1 mM ATP was added. This mixture was incubated at 20°C for 10 hours with 50-100 units of T4 DNA ligase. A portion of the resultant mixture was used to transform E. coli MC1000 cells, which were then plated on nutrient agar containing 20 μg/ml tetracycline. Plasmids from 20 tetracycline-resistant colonies were screened for the size of cloned DNA insert. One clone, pEM3, contained the largest insert DNA (6100 base pairs) and was used for subsequent analyses.

Sequence of clone pEM3

Plasmid DNA from pEM3 was digested with DNase I under limiting conditions (29) to produce a random assortment of fragments 300-1200 base pairs in length. Additional, defined pieces of pEM3 were prepared by digesting plasmid DNA with PstI plus SalI, isolating the EMC sequence-containing fragments by agarose gel electrophoresis, then redigesting the excised DNA with HpaII. DNA from the DNase I and HpaII reactions was inserted into the vector phage, M13mp9, and used to transfect E. coli JM101. White plaques developing from hybrid virus were picked and regrown. The subcloned viral DNA was sequenced by the method of Sanger (29,30). For some reactions, reverse transcriptase was substituted for Klenow fragment in the sequencing reactions (31). Selected subclones, which gave difficult regions of band compression on sequencing gels, were also analyzed by chemical methods. Double-stranded, replicative-form viral DNA was isolated from infected JM101 cells (30). The inserted EMC fragments were excised by digestion with EcoRI and BamHI, purified by agarose gel electrophoresis, then labeled with polynucleotide kinase and γ-32P ATP (32). DNA strands were separated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, purified, then sequenced by the methods of Maxam and Gilbert (32). All sequencing gels were prepared and run as described (33).

Primer Extension with Viral RNA Template

Oligodeoxynucleotide primers (9-14 bases in length), complementary to specific, selected segments of the EMC genome, were prepared from New England Biolabs synthesis kits. The preparations (1.5 ml) were titrated to pH 7-8 with acetic acid then applied to mini-C18 columns. After washing with H₂O (5 ml) and 5% methanol (5 ml) the DNA was eluted with 40% methanol (3 ml), then
concentrated (to 200 µl) by evaporation under vacuum. Some primer samples were also purified by fractionation on polyacrylamide gels.

For di-deoxy sequencing experiments, primer (0.1-10 µg/ml) and EMC RNA (50 µg/ml) were annealed in buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4, 10 mM MgCl₂, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM DTT) by heating for 3 minutes at 67°C and cooling (1°C/min) to 42°C. The complexes were then used in standard reactions with reverse transcriptase (31,34).

For chemical sequencing, the primers were treated with polynucleotide kinase and γ-32P ATP (32), heated for 3 min. at 100°C, then used in reverse transcriptase reactions as described above (Molecular Cloning of EMC). The resulting cDNA was separated from excess primer by gel filtration on Sephadex G150, concentrated by lyophilization, then analyzed by the methods of Maxam and Gilbert (32).

Computer Assisted Assembly of the EMC Sequence

Sequence assembly was aided with programs made available by Rodger Staden (35). Predicted protein translations, sequence manipulation, formatting, and primer searches were carried out with programs developed by John Devereux of the University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group (36).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sequence of Clone pEM3

EMC RNA, extracted from plaque purified virus, was used as template in reverse transcriptase reactions with oligo(dT) primer. The resulting cDNA was elongated at the 5' end with dC residues, purified, then annealed with DNA of the directional cloning vector, pKMG, a derivative of pBR322. After second strand synthesis with reverse transcriptase, the hybrid DNA was treated with DNA ligase and used to transform competent E. coli cells. The resulting cloned DNAs were screened for length of the inserted segment, and the largest plasmid, pEM3, chosen for sequence analysis.

The EMC-derived segment within pEM3 was excised, fragmented by digestion with DNase I or HpaII, then subcloned into M13 phage. Di-deoxy and Maxam and Gilbert generated sequence data from 165 DNase I subclones and 38 HpaII subclones was identified, matched, oriented and assembled by computer analysis. A total of 36019 bases, representing an average of 5.9 determinations per nucleotide, were used to compile the 6069 base sequence of the EMC segment within pEM3. The entire lengths of both strands of the inserted piece were covered by these analyses. Figure 1 shows the orientation
Figure 1. Schematic representation of EMC viral RNA, polyprotein, clone pEM3 and the 7200 base sequence which is depicted in Figure 2. Those bases sequenced by indirect RNA techniques are represented by boxed areas. The break within pEM3 designates the position of the 89 base deletion. The diagram is drawn to scale. Numbers at the top of the figure represent kilobase distances from the 5' end of the RNA.

of pEM3-determined sequence within the EMC genome. The cloned fragment includes the previously identified 3' terminus of the RNA (37) and extends 5' into the region coding for protein β.

The Deletion within pEM3

To encode the large polyprotein (220-260,000 MW) (10,38), EMC RNA must contain an uninterrupted translational reading frame at least 6000 bases in length. However, despite extensive, unambiguous nucleotide analysis, we were unable to find a reading frame of sufficient length within the pEM3 sequence. The longest open frame shifted phase near the middle of the cloned fragment. It was therefore apparent the pEM3 segment contained a discrepant sequence. By comparing homologies between our sequence and that of polio (17,18), we were able to localize the suspect pEM3 region to a 50-100 base sequence centering around the position of the apparent translational phase shift (see Fig 1).

The sequence of this region was then re-examined using viral RNA as template in di-deoxy reactions with reverse transcriptase. A synthetic oligodeoxynucleotide, complementary to an unequivocal EMC sequence region, was used as primer. The resulting gel patterns showed clearly that pEM3 had an 89 base deletion relative to viral RNA. Except for the deleted bases (marked with horizontal arrows on Fig. 2), the indirect RNA sequencing data exactly matched all other nucleotide assignments determined from pEM3.

While the exact molecular event responsible for the deletion within pEM3 is unknown, it is interesting to note that 9 bases at either end of the deleted
segment have almost identical sequences. The 5' sequence is CCAUUCUGG (Fig. 2, bases 4421-4429) and the 3' sequence is CCAGUCUGG (bases 4510-4518). Possibly, during viral replication or cloning, a polymerizing enzyme skipped from one repeated segment to the other, deleting the intervening bases. We consider it unlikely that such a phenomenon would occur more than once within a molecule, creating other deletions which would be undetectable unless they altered the reading frame. Therefore, we assume the sequence of pEM3, with the exception of these 89 bases, accurately reflects the sequence of the viral RNA from which it was derived.

Insertion of the missing bases into the pEM3 sequence established a long open reading frame, ending at UAGUAG codons, 121 bases from the 3' end of the genome (see Fig. 3). Previous sequencing experiments identified this location as the correct termination site of the EMC polyprotein (37). The nucleotide sequence of pEM3 with the deleted bases reinserted, is shown as part of Figure 2. The 5' end of the pEM3 segment is base 1040 of this figure and the 3' end is base 7200. Our sequence corrects several previously misidentified bases near the 3' terminus (37).

**Primer Extension with Viral RNA**

Although clone pEM3 was the largest clone generated in our experiments, it represents only 78% of the EMC RNA. It does not include the 5' terminal 1800 bases of the genome. Sequential primer extension reactions with viral RNA as template were used to sequence the remaining portion of the polyprotein coding region. Starting at a sequence within pEM3, a series of oligodeoxynucleotides complementary to successive segments of EMC RNA were selected and synthesized. As each primer was used in di-deoxy reactions with reverse transcriptase, the newly established bases determined the sequence of the next primer in the series. Overlapping sequences from five primers, spaced an average of 220 bases apart, allowed identification of nearly 1200 EMC nucleotides which were not present in the pEM3 clone (see Fig. 1).

The sequence of this segment was verified by chemical techniques. The synthetic oligonucleotides were radiolabeled with polynucleotide kinase and γ-32P ATP, then used to prime reactions with reverse transcriptase and viral RNA. The resulting cDNA products were analyzed by the methods of Maxam and Gilbert. The combined indirect RNA sequencing data, with an average of 4.1 determinations per nucleotide, extended our EMC sequence to within 600 bases of the 5' end of the genome. The sequence of 7200 bases from the 3' end of EMC is shown in Figure 2.
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5'.. UGGAUGUUGUGCAGAGUCAARAGGUCCUCACUGGCUAAGCUAAGAGGCUACGUUUUUGAGCGACAUGGAUGCCCAGAAGGUAAUUGCAAAUGCCUCUCCUCAAGCGUAUUCAACAAGGGGCUUGAAGGAUGCCCAGAAGGUA 75

76 CCCAUUGUAAUGGACUCAUCUCUGGCGUCCGCGUCCGACUCCUGUGCAUUGUUUGAACUUGCCCAAAUUGGUA 225

226 GACCUCCUCGCUUGCUCAUCACUAAUGUGAACAGGCCUCUACUCUCGCAUUGUAUGUGAAGGGAACAGGUAAUUGCAAAUGGUA 300

301 CUGUAGUCAGUUGAAGCAGUUCAGGCGACUUGAAGAUGUUGACGAUGAAGUGAAGUUGUCCGCAA 375

75 UAGGCCCCCCCAACCACGCGGACGUGGUUUUCCUUUGAAAAACACGAUGAUUAUMJCGCCACAACCAUCGAACAA 225

251 MATT MEEQ

GAGACUUGCGCCCCACUCUCACUUUUGAGGAAUGCCCAAAAUGCUCUGCUCUACUAACCGUAAUGCAUUUUAC 300

301 ETCAHSLTFEECPKCSALgYRNGFY

375 CUGCUAAAGUAUGAUGAAGAAUGGUACCCAGAGGACUUAUUGACUGAUGGAGAGGAUGAUGUCUUUGAUCCCGAA 450

451 LLKYDEEKYPEELLTDGEDDVFDPE

525 AAUGAAGGUGUGAUCAUCAAUAACUUUUACUCCAACCAAUAUCAAAACUCCAUUGACCUCUCUGCUAAUGCAGC 600

526 NEGVI INNFYSNgygNSIOLSANAA

591 UUAGACAUCGAAGUCGUUUUCGAGUUACAGGGCAAUUCCACCUCCUCAGACAAGAAUAACUCCUCCUCGGAAGGC 750

666 LDMEVVFELQ6NSTSSDKNNSSSEG

751 AAAUGAAGGUGUGAUCAUCAAUAACUUUUACUCCAACCAAUAUCAAAACUCCAUUGACCUCUCUGCUAAUGCAGC 900

826 NEGVI INNFYSNgygNSIOLSANAA

901 UUAGACAUCGAAGUCGUUUUCGAGUUACAGGGCAAUUCCACCUCCUCAGACAAGAAUAACUCCUCCUCGGAAGGC 1050

976 LDMEVVFELQ6NSTSSDKNNSSSEG

1051 AAAUGAAGGUGUGAUCAUCAAUAACUUUUACUCCAACCAAUAUCAAAACUCCAUUGACCUCUCUGCUAAUGCAGC 1200

1126 LDMEVVFELQ6NSTSSDKNNSSSEG

1126 AAAUGAAGGUGUGAUCAUCAAUAACUUUUACUCCAACCAAUAUCAAAACUCCAUUGACCUCUCUGCUAAUGCAGC 1350

1201 ETCAHSLTFEECPKCSALgYRNGFY

1350 CUGCUAAAGUAUGAUGAAGAAUGGUACCCAGAGGACUUAUUGACUGAUGGAGAGGAUGAUGUCUUUGAUCCCGAA 1500

1501 ETCAHSLTFEECPKCSALgYRNGFY

1501 CUGCUAAAGUAUGAUGAAGAAUGGUACCCAGAGGACUUAUUGACUGAUGGAGAGGAUGAUGUCUUUGAUCCCGAA 1650

1651 ETCAHSLTFEECPKCSALgYRNGFY

1651 CUGCUAAAGUAUGAUGAAGAAUGGUACCCAGAGGACUUAUUGACUGAUGGAGAGGAUGAUGUCUUUGAUCCCGAA 1800

1801 ETCAHSLTFEECPKCSALgYRNGFY

1801 CUGCUAAAGUAUGAUGAAGAAUGGUACCCAGAGGACUUAUUGACUGAUGGAGAGGAUGAUGUCUUUGAUCCCGAA 2025

2025 LTL PL Y P P C P T S A K I L T H V S A K G O
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4051 GGUAGCGCCGACGUGUGUGAATAUACGACAGAAGAAGGACACCGCGCGCAGUCGUGAGCAGUGUAGAU 4125
GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCAUGGACAGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC

4201 GIAAVCEKFR8KHDHATARCEPVVI

4126 GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC 4200
GUGCUCCGCGGAGACCCGGGGCAAGGGAAAUCUUUAUCAAGULUGUUAUUGCCUCGCCUCGUAGAAAC
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6076 UGGGAGACUGCCCUCCUGCUUGGCUUUGCGGCAGAAAGAUUAAGAAAAAUGAAUGAAGGAGACUUUUCCGAAGUU
6151 WESATLIPFAAERLRKMNEGDFSEV
6226 GUUCCACAUUUGGCAAUUCUGGUAUGGACAUACCUUGUGGAAAGAUGUGACAUAAUGACCGACCCCG
6301 GGCGGCAACUGUGAACCUAGUGAAGGUGAAGACCAGCGCUGCCGGAUUGAAUGGU
6376 UUGAAGAAAGGUGUACUGUGAACUUGUGCCACAAUUGUGACAUUGAAUGACGCUUUCGC
6451 VY0TFLK0ELRPIEKV0AAKTRIVO
6526 GUUCCACCAUUUGAGCAUUGCAUUCUGGGUAGACAAUUGUUGGGAAAGUUUGCAUCAAAGUUCCAGACCCAACCG
6601 HAFEEKRFLI TGGLPSGCAATSMLN
6676 GUGUUGUCGUACGGAGAUGAUCUCCUUGUGGCCACAAAUUACCAAUUGGAUUUUGAUAAGGUGAGAGCAAGCCUC
6750 GCAAAGACAGGAUAUAAGAUAACUCCCGCUAACACAACUUCUACCUUUCCUUAAUUCGACGCUUGAAGACGUU
6825 HAFEEKRFLI TGGLPSGCAATSMLN
6901 AUGUUGUCAUACUAUCGUCCAGGGACUCUAUCUGAGAAACUCACUUCGAUCACUAUGCUUGCCGUUCAUUCUGGC
7050 K8EYDRLFAPFREVGVVVPSFESVE
7126 ACACCGGCUCUAUCAGCCACAGGCCUUCUCUCACGAAAGAUAGAUGAUGAGAG polyA

Figure 2. The nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of 7200 bases from the 3' end of EMC. Polyprotein translation start and stop codons and proteolytic cleavage sites are highlighted with boldface characters. The vertical arrow at position 1040 designates the 5' end of the pEM3 segment. The right and left arrows at positions 4430 and 4518 represent 5' and 3' ends respectively, of the deletion within pEM3.

Localization of the Polyprotein

The long open reading frame first detected within pEM3 (designated as frame 1), extends 5' into the region determined by indirect RNA sequencing (see Figure 3). It is bounded on the amino end by a UAG termination codon in position 151. This figure also shows that long open reading frames are not evident in either of the two remaining positive phases. Therefore, viral translation must begin 3' to base 153 within frame 1.

The EMC polyprotein begins with the sequence Het-Ala-Thr followed by a lysine tryptic fragment containing: Glu, Cys, Met, Ser, Pro, Leu, Phe and possibly other (previously unidentified) amino acids (39). The Met-Ala-Thr combination occurs only once within our phase 1 reading frame, beginning at
The Proteolytic Cleavage Map

Mature virion capsid and other viral non-structural proteins arise by proteolytic cleavage of the polyprotein. Many carboxy- and amino-termini of these proteins have been identified (1, 37, ACP, manuscript in preparation). This information, combined with tryptic peptide analyses (14, 40), molecular weight determinations (10, 12, 38, 41, 42), amino acid compositions (1, 43, 44) and homology with FMDV, polio and Mengo (17, 21, 25, 45) have allowed alignment of the viral polypeptides with the deduced amino acid sequence of the open reading frame. The proteolytic processing scheme is summarized in Figure 4.

The viral capsid proteins, δ, β, γ and α (7247, 29026, 25141 and 31703 MW, respectively) are preceded by a short leader peptide (7929 MW) and followed by two small proteins designated G (17474 MW) and I (14709 MW). Protein F (36566 MW) lies adjacent to protein H (12166 MW), a VPg-containing precursor (40). The single VPg sequence (2410 MW) is located at the carboxy terminus of H. The
Figure 4. Proteolytic processing map of the EMC polyprotein. EMC proteins and proteolytic cleavage precursors are shown in their relative orientation to the viral polyprotein. The map is drawn to scale. Parentheses indicate the molecular weights (in kilodaltons) of each polypeptide. Standard (4-3-4) picornaviral nomenclature designations (46) are shown at the bottom of the diagram.

protease, p22 (21751 MW), and polymerase, E (51934 MW), were previously mapped (14). Precursor proteins, A1, A, B, C, D, D1 and ε, are shown above their cleavage products.

The processing scheme conforms to the standard 4-3-4 picornaviral polypeptide arrangement (46), and except for the leader sequence is very similar to the primary cleavage map of polio virus (17). Since the leader is most closely analogous to that of FMDV, in some respects the overall structure of EMC can be considered intermediate between the entero- and aphthoviruses. EMC has a leader peptide like FMDV, but the rest of the polyprotein is aligned and processed like polio.

Other reports have suggested the N-terminal position of the EMC cleavage map is occupied by leader peptides (p12/p14) of 12-14000 molecular weight (47). Our protein alignments, which are consistent with the deduced amino acid sequence, indicate a much smaller (7929 MW) leader peptide. However, preliminary nucleotide sequencing data show the possible existence of another open translational reading frame, located between the genomic poly(C) tract and the polyprotein coding region. This segment is potentially long enough to code for protein(s) of at least 14000 molecular weight, and may be the source of p12 and p14. This potential reading frame does not contain a Met-Ala-Thr sequence (ACP, unpublished observations).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>1A</th>
<th>1B</th>
<th>1C</th>
<th>1D</th>
<th>2A</th>
<th>2B</th>
<th>2C</th>
<th>3A</th>
<th>3B</th>
<th>3C</th>
<th>3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EMC POLYPROTEIN (255)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A1(118)</th>
<th>H(14)</th>
<th>F(37)</th>
<th>C(86)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L(8)</td>
<td>A(110)</td>
<td>N(12)</td>
<td>D(74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B(93)</td>
<td>G(17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1(61)</td>
<td>a(32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ε(36)</td>
<td>γ(25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>δ(7)</td>
<td>η(29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STANDARD (L-4-3-4) PICORNAVIRAL NOMENCLATURE

![Processing Map Diagram](image-url)
VIRAL PROTEASE CATALYZED CLEAVAGE SITES

Leu-Ser-Arg-GLN / SER-PRO-Ile-Pro ε/γ
Trp-Ser-PRO-GLN / GLY-Val-Glu-Asn γ/α
Phe-Gln-Gln-GLN / SER-PRO-Leu-Lys I/F
Leu-Val-Ala-GLN / GLY-PRO-Val-Asp F/H
Glu-Gln-Glu-GLN / GLY-PRO-Tyr-Asn H/VPg
Leu-Asp-Ile-GLN / GLY-PRO-Asn-Pro VPg/22
Phe-Glu-PRO-GLN / GLY-Ala-Leu-Glu 22/E

HOST (5) PROTEASE CATALYZED CLEAVAGE SITES

Phe-Glu-Leu-GLN / GLY-Asn-Ser-Thr L/δ
Ser-Arg-Thr-TyR / PRO-Thr-Leu-His a/G
Phe-Gln-Thr-GLN / GLY-Ala-Ala-Val G/I
Pro-Leu-Leu-ALA / ASP-Gln-Asn-Thr δ/β

CLEAVAGE ↑ SITE

Figure 5. Proteolytic cleavage sequences. The amino acid sequences surrounding all known proteolytic cleavage sites within the EMC polyprotein are tabulated. The sites are identified by the names of the final, stable processing products. See figure 4 to orient these cleavage sequences within precursor proteins A1, A, B, D1, ε, C, D and R.

Viral Proteolytic (p22) Cleavage Sites

The EMC viral protease, p22, cleaves between proteins ε/γ, γ/α, H/22, 22/E (14-16). By analogy with the homologous polio enzyme, p22 is also responsible for processing events between I/F, F/H and H/VPg (17). The deduced amino acid sequences surrounding known cleavage sites within the EMC polyprotein are tabulated in Figure 5. All cleavages attributed to p22 are located between gln-gly or gln-ser dipeptides. This result differs from the specificity of the polio protease, which exhibits exclusive preference for gln-gly sequences (17). The equivalent FMDV sites encompass a wider range of sequences, including glu-ser, glu-gly and glu-thr (21,25).

It is not known how the viral proteases recognise or select appropriate cleavage sequences. Both the polio and EMC polyproteins contain gln-gly pairs which do not function in proteolytic reactions (17). However, with EMC, the sequence shows that all sites known to be cleaved by p22 are also flanked by proximal proline residues (see Fig 5). There are six additional gln-gly and gln-ser pairs within the EMC polyprotein. None of these sites lies adjacent to prolines, and none are cleaved by p22. Two of these sequences can serve as processing sites (L/δ and G/I), but they are cleaved by host-derived enzymes, not the viral protease. It remains to be determined, whether the proximity of prolines at p22-catalyzed sites indicates a primary sequence recognition requirement specific to this enzyme, or simply reflects a structural preference towards helix-breaking amino acids near the cleavage points.
Host Proteolytic Cleavage Sites

Capsid precursor protein A1 is released from the nascent EMC polyprotein before the sequences encoding p22 have been translated (12-14). Proteins A and B, as cleavage products of A1, are also evident before the appearance of p22 (12). These observations suggest that release of A1, A or B is catalyzed by an enzyme(s) of cellular origin. Tabulation of amino acids surrounding these sites reveals few common sequences (Fig. 5, L/δ, a/G and G/I). Two of the cleavages occur at gln-gly pairs (not flanked by prolines), but it is not obvious how these sites are specifically distinguished from others within the polyprotein. Our sequencing data give no indication as to the nature or origin of the amino-terminal blocking group found on mature protein δ (1). It is completely unknown whether host-catalyzed proteolysis of L/δ has any effect on this reaction.

The tyr-pro protein cleavage (a/G) is at a site equivalent to the tyr-gly host-catalyzed cleavage within the polio polyprotein (17). Even though these polio and EMC sequences are both preceded by a threonine residue and have histidine in the plus 4 position, it is again not clear whether this observation implies a direct primary recognition requirement, or a selective preference towards helix-breaking amino acids.

The maturation processing of protein ε to δ plus β is the final proteolytic event within the EMC polyprotein. This cleavage is observed only during the last stages of virion morphogenesis and may play a role in stabilizing mature, RNA-containing particles (1). EMC and FMDV share considerable amino acid homology in the region surrounding this cleavage site (P-L-L-A/D-Q-N-T-E-E for EMC, and A-L-L-A/D-K-K-T-E-E for FMDV) (21,22), but neither sequence has as much in common with the equivalent polio site (P-M-L-N/S-P-N-I-E-A) (17). Although the viral or host agents responsible for these cleavages remain to be identified, the homology between EMC and FMDV suggests a similar proteolytic agent may be utilized by these two viruses, if not also by polio.

Picornaviral Comparisons

Comprehensive comparisons among EMC, polio and FMDV have been undertaken and will be published separately. Base composition, codon preference and dot matrix analyses of protein and nucleic acid sequences will be included (ACP, manuscript in preparation).
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Note added in proof: Since submission of this manuscript, portions of the 5' end of EMC, which were originally analyzed by indirect RNA sequencing methods, have been cloned into DNA and re-examined. The clones were sequenced (both strands) by Maxam and Gilbert techniques and the newly generated nucleotide assignments agree exactly with those presented in Figure 2 (ACP, manuscript in preparation).